
 
 

 
 

Achilles-class Strategic Heavy Cruiser 

LAUNCH YEAR: 2372 

PRIMARY SHIPYARDS: Utopia Planitia 

OVERVIEW: After the destruction of the U.S.S. 

Odyssey, the Advanced Starship Design Bureau began 

rushed development of a vessel that could counter the 

massive warships of the Dominion The ship was 

designed as a counter to the massive warships used by 

the Dominion. After learning of the Jem’Hadar 

dependance on Ketracel-white, the design was modified 

to take advantage of this crucial ‘Achilles’ Heel’.   

CAPABILITIES: While smaller than Galaxy or 

Sovereign-class starships, the Achilles fields a slimmer 

targeting profile, allowing them to slip in and out of 

enemy territory with a grace matched only by the 

Intrepid-class. The starship’s payload is derived from the 

advanced weapons systems originally conceived for the 

Defiant-class. Two quantum torpedo tubes, eight pulse 

phaser cannons, four type Xa phaser arrays, and eight 

newly designed mini quantum torpedo tubes [see 

Sidebar] arranged in a phalanx of four port and four 

starboards along the dorsal spine to cause massive 

broadside destruction. The ship features redundant warp 

and impulse drives, allowing them to sustain significant 

damage, and still continue the assigned mission. The 

design’s agility is improved by the addition of a series of 

retro thrusters that enable the Achilles to maneuver as 

well as a vessel half her size. 

REFITS AND VARIANTS: Very few Achilles-class 

starships were ever fielded. Starfleet is currently in 

discussion with ASDB and the Starfleet Corps of 

Engineers for refit proposals. 

SUGGESTED MISSION PROFILES: Patrol, Tactical 

Operations, Warship  

NAMING CONVENTIONS: Achilles-class starships 

are typically named after heroes of myth; U.S.S. 

Achilles, U.S.S. Amaterasu, U.S.S. Sigmund, U.S.S. 

Ayasha as examples. Registry numbers range from 

22000-22999 

 

SYSTEMS 

Comms 10 Engines 10 Structure 10 

Computers 10 Sensors 10 Weapons 11 

DEPARTMENTS 

Command -- Security +1 Science - 
Conn +1 Engineering +1 Medicine - 

 

SCALE: 06 

ATTACKS 

Phaser Arrays 

Photon Torpedoes 

Quantum Torpedoes 

Phaser Cannons 

Tractor Beam (Strength: 3)  

TALENTS 

Achilles-class starships have the following talents 

Rapid Fire Torpedo Launchers 

Redundant Systems (Engines) 

Improved Reaction Control System 

 



 
 

 
 

[NEW WEAPON SYSTEM] 

Micro Quantum Torpedo: While smaller than 

conventional quantum torpedoes, which limits the 

amount of damage they can do individually, fired in large 

numbers these munitions are capable of serious 

damage.   

[Range: Medium; Damage 2/\ + Security; Vicious 1, High 

Yield] 

 

 

 

 


